Cyber Threat Center
THREAT INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT

Overview

The LookingGlass Cyber Threat Center™ combines web search, social media monitoring,
underground channel information, global intelligence, and image-based search with a
suite of tools and databases covering everything from cyber attacks and threat actors
to domain names and IP data in a single, easy-to-use platform.
The LookingGlass Cyber Threat Center offers comprehensive online threat intelligence
collected and categorized based on your organization. Automated systems gather data
from critical sources for security, risk, and compliance professionals, including paste and
document-sharing sites, IRC channels, social media, and web-based sources. In addition
to text keyword searching these sources, it also includes two types of image search
sources that expands online risk discovery. Automated collection provides a clearer
picture of potential threats saving time and money.
Cyber Threat Center offers easy searching with context and automated tagging and
filtering. For example, a single tag for “hacking” aggregates more than 100 terms based
on modeling thousands of threat-related posts. Tagging and scoring from known threatrelated sources ensures faster processing and prioritization of the raw data. Useful items
can be annotated, assigned a risk rating and permanently saved as identified incidents.
The portal can collect data in multiple languages and is supported by experienced Cyber
Intelligence Analysts skilled in over a dozen foreign languages including Mandarin, 		
Arabic and Russian.

KEY FEATURES
Centralized Internet Monitoring
Search and monitoring of web, social
networks, paste and post sites, IRC
channels, as well as text- and imagebased searches.

Personalized and Adaptable
With a default cyber threat center view
and search scope personalized to your
organization, searches and reporting
can expand to any search type or
scope, contextualized with a daily
global intelligence report.

Comprehensive Analysis Toolbox
Phishing, malware, threat actor, and
domain name services databases
used individually or together accelerate
uplifting data into intelligence by
providing the “who, what, where and
why” of network evidence.

KEY BENEFITS
> Save time using a single tool to
monitor for threats to business
critical assets such as employees,
facilities, and networks.
> Faster and more accurate image
searches and discover hidden
Internet images without relying
on textual data or image tags.
> Increase analyst efficiency by
eliminating manual data aggregation
and verification.
> Deliver more accurate predictions
of likely targets by comparing current
trends to historical data.
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Analyst Toolbox
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> Threat actor database, contains profiles of individuals and groups,
their affiliations, activities, and, when known, their causes and
motivation.

Used individually or together, the tools accelerate turning data 		
into intelligence by providing the “who, what, where and why” 		
for network evidence.
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> Web-born malware attack database with dates each malware was
observed “in the wild”, the URL, domain name and IP address for
each malicious page and binary, and signatures for each payload.

> 200 million record domain name database can reveal suspect or
infringing domain names, identify shared versus dedicated hosts
and provide other useful insights
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> Historical phishing attack database with timestamp, URL, domain
name, IP address, host, and target
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Turning data into actionable intelligence requires building a
complete threat picture. The Cyber Threat Center contains tools
assisting investigations:
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LookingGlass optimizes security operations through verified
multi-source threat intelligence fused with real-time Internet
intelligence, operationalized with threat-aware network
security solutions.

Alerting and Reporting

Business locations and keywords, threat-related tags, and custom advanced searches can trigger automated alerts for any
possible combination of terms, sources, and parameters of interest. For effective management information the Cyber Threat
Center displays dashboards for data collections, including volume by source and category, and pertinent saved items, exportable
into management presentations and briefings. Cyber Threat Center data is readily integrated with other systems with REST APIs.

Global Intelligence Reports and Threat Map

The Global Intelligence Report delivers daily findings from the Cyveillance analyst team, keeping you current on the latest physical
and cyber risks and threats. Potential incidents are mapped and shown on a calendar, providing visual cues about current and
planned events, attacks, protests, and other disruptions, exportable into other mapping tools and calendars. Physical and cyberrelated risk summaries can also be filtered by date, keyword, threat or industry type, and aggregated into customized reports.

LookingGlass Cyber Solutions, the leader in threat intelligence and dynamic
threat defense, enhances security operations through verified multi-source
threat information fused with real-time Internet intelligence. LookingGlass
delivers threat intelligence analysis, management, and mitigation systems
that empower customers with comprehensive risk insights to confidently
enable effective security decisions and efficient security operations.
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